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Letter from the Editors

Dear Reader,
Welcome to Moonlight Mag: Issue Two!
First of all, we want to thank the amazing artists and authors who
made this volume possible. Their creative energy inspires, fulfills,
and serves as motivation for us editors to bring out the best in
everyone’s work. All the poetry, prose, photography, and pieces of art
featured in Issue Two showcase a depth of character that touched us,
and will touch you, as readers. We extend our deepest gratitude to
these incredibly talented individuals for sharing their work.
Moonlight Magazine appreciates creativity in all of its forms: be it in
conjunction with spontaneity or deliberation, be it reflected in a
thousand brushstrokes or a dozen words. This spirit guides our
curation of the works we receive; we hope that comes across as you
browse this issue. 
Lastly, we want to thank you readers! Thank you for giving us a
platform to share the amazing work of the magazine's contributors.
Each of you is integral to our creative mission, and your support acts
as the foundation on which all this magazine aims to achieve rests. 
We encourage you all to continue seeking out art in all its
manifestations. Keep pushing yourself to create work that illuminates,
transforms, and empowers.

Warmly,
Callia and Alessandra

Editors-in-Chief
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I knew I would want it forever and I figured you 
would want it saved

for later.

So I stole it from you, as you twitched in your sleep and whispered into

my hair.

Finding someone a world away always made sense to me.

Especially after seeing the boys a
round me. Carbon copies, assimilating

themselves to be even more like everyone else.

But then I met you.

And now I’m borrowing you from the world away.

Because as we sit on the coast and I dig and c
ement my toes into the

sand, you stay perched. 

As a guest of these oceans and la
kes, hills and mountains, you hide in

plain sight. And I feel like an imposter for refusing to let others

forget that if they trace the tr
ees, just a generation or two, my

family isn’t from here. 

this is
for you

I stole this story for you,
 even though it’s yours.

DANI

HERRERA



When I won’t cry
When I’m not falling asleep and

it’s the last thing I hear at night
When you figure out a way to

tell it

You always tell me “someday.”
Someday,

Someday I will hear about how you

went from a world away to this one.

Across lands, over the border, under

their noses. I wait because I know it’s
not easy to switch from hiding to

materializing. I wait for you, piece by

piece. 

You and I talk about eyes.

When I look at myself, I am myself

looking into the abyss and I am the

abyss of black eyes staring back at

myself.

Living with an Unreasonable Passion for Things —
Rebecca Ledbetter 

You look at me with blue eyes and I wonder why people never think of us as having

colored eyes. Haven’t they seen our sky, our colorful pueblos, our see-through
waters?

 When I see your eyes I think of the ocean in Sayulita. 

And you can’t go back so you ask me to describe it; the humidity, the jungle, the

colors, the shrimp enchiladas. 

This is my someday.

Someday, I will take you back. So I show you pictures.And I think of stepping into the

picture setting and me waving around and saying, “This is for you.”
Maybe when you see my eyes you only think of the ravens that fly in the Mendicino

wind.

I can’t take the ocean, and I’m tired of its teasing pictures, so I take its gifts. 

I steal a piece of seaglass, just like I steal this moment of you of me.



You tell me I’m the storyteller between the two of us. 

Maybe that’s why you’re so reluctant. As if I could

judge you for the story you tell, for the life you live,

for the way you got into this country. 

When I’m with you I wonder where you think of me as.

Am I a raven haired girl walking on cobblestone paths,

eating fresh fruit off talavera plates? 

Or am I a lost California girl? A girl that was rooted

here by ancestors of ancestors and stumbles over

rolling her “r’s”. 
I try to be Jalisco. To be Nayarit. To be Michoacan. 

And that’s why I don’t say I love you. I want to be a

land that gives you everything you didn’t even ask for. 
I don’t want to be America, that grants none of your

wishes. 

Speaking of eyes.

Sometimes when you look at me I wonder if

it’s a future version of you.
A you that has spent months sleeping next

to me, who has fought and forgiven, who

knows me and made a place in their heart

for me.

I trust that look in your eyes, telling me we

have time, we have time.

And time is all I’ve ever wanted.

More. Slow. Rewind. Pause.

Someone to dance across the empty and

abandoned places of the clock with. Just

more time to stretch out my hurried breaths.

I’m not from that part of the future where

you’re from. Like I said, you’re from a world

away, maybe even a time away.

So all I can tell you is,

I like you today and I like you tomorrow. 

Love with Instinct — Rebecca Ledbetter 

A Deeply Hidden and Inarticulate Desire —
Rebecca Ledbetter 



You finally tell me the story at 2 a.m. on a Saturday.

Between yawns and “Are you still awake?”

It was nearly a dream.

But when I brushed my hair the next morning all the words came

tumbling out and so did my tears.

When the words and tears came tumbling out, I realized that story

was my first heartbreak. 

And I’m glad it was yours. 

Can I just say, usually I’m the one searching, scanning the outlines of a

room.

When I saw you with your crumbled shoulders and racing chest I

brought you my blueprints of every room I’ve ever run out of in this

world. 

I started with, “If you get deported.” Which is not “Once upon a time”

but has the same ending for us. 

Because if you get deported.

If once upon a time you get deported,

We’ll run there instead of getting dragged. 

I have a house in my family’s town, friends to watch over us, a truck,

and a place of no hiding all cited in my plans. 

I always know my exits.

And now I have someone to run with. 

I tell you that I’ll spray for scorpions and that we can work in fields,

agave, sugar cane, corn, you can choose. I tell you how much I love it

over there in Jalisco, with the domed tile ceiling and biblical thunder

splitting open the sky. 



That when I’m there I’m just a raven with my unkindness instead of

the oddity I am, pretending to be a California girl. 

So,

Once upon a time if you get deported, we will live happily. 

FIN.

So Much More to Life Than Simply Surviving It — Rebecca Ledbetter 



Dissy
Angel Davila



Faces Abode by Austin
Anderson

When I was younger
I often would hunger

For a loving and humble abode
 

How could I not see it
That your sweet love could be it
In that lovely, sweet smile you

showed

A Place I Long to Be— Isabella Laikin 



½ c. sifted flour¹ 

½ t. salt 

1 c. milk (or as Dad called it,

“moo juice”) 

4 eggs  

3 T. melted butter, slightly

cooled² 

Dad's Crepes*
T A S T E  O F  A  M E M O R Y  —  S H E L L E Y  L O G A N

Combine flour, salt, and ½ cup of milk  

Beat until smooth³ 

Add remaining milk, butter and eggs⁴ 

Mix again 

Let rest at least one hour⁵ 

Try to remember Dad’s voice or his laugh 

Cure crepe pan with 1 T. oil⁶ 

Place over medium heat for 2-3 minutes  

Remove excess oil with a paper towel 

Add just enough batter to cover the entire pan, pouring excess back into the

bowl⁷ 

Return pan to stove for 15-30 seconds or until crepe is fully cooked 

Tip pan sideways, crepe should fall onto plate⁸ 

Wish Dad were still alive to make these 

Stack or roll finished crepes  

Serve with melted butter, powdered sugar, and lemon juice for the perfect

combination of sweet and sour⁹ 



1. Try to filter out your grown-up understanding of alcoholism that sours

memories of your fun-loving dad 

2. Like your relationship with Mom after she said you lost the wrong

parent

3. Remember Dad taking one look at your bedhead and teasing, “Did you

comb your hair with an egg beater?” 

4. As you discard the eggshells, consider how carefully you and Mom

tread around each other, still 

5. No matter how long you wait, you’ll never not miss him 

6. Wish it were that easy to cure a grieving heart 

7. Containing it like grief when it overwhelms you 

8. It’s okay that you still think he hung the moon because you were a

child and he was your hero, however imperfect he may have been 

9. Understand that your mother’s pain is not yours. You’re allowed to

have good memories of your dad.

Notes
*If you ever attempt to make these, know they’ll never be the same...



Mommy's Double Up — Kayla Chinn

comfortable discomforts— Kayla Chinn



Sometimes the poem writes itself 
The songs sings itself 

When I look at you 
the love doesn’t need any pushing 

 
No one ever teaches us how to love 

But they all make a point to look at us really weird 
if we don’t know how to do it right and the truth is 

 
 

In love, some of us need our training wheels longer than others. 
 

My love, it is not your fault that I’ve a shapeshifter for a brain 
I cannot regulate my emotions to save myself so it’s 
no surprise that when we are together we both 
twist and curl 

through 
             the 

            
 
 
 

It is not just you. 
 

I often feel betrayed by this place too. 

Home is not always a place where you 
feel good, rather, 

 
a place you know to be more familiar than not. 

 
 

For My Love
anahita monfared

It could be — Esmerelda Garcia



And I want to move out, I do. 
Somewhere where the laundry machine of my stability doesn’t break
down constantly, the water always runs at the temperature it is supposed to, my 
jealousy gets caught in the traps I leave for insects, 
instead of the space between us and there is room for all of my baggage 
without us feeling claustrophobic. 

I don’t mean for you to keep tripping over the clothes I 
 

drop on the floor. 
It’s not fair that there are never any 
clean dishes when you come to visit. 

 
But I don’t know how to pack up my belongings 

without breaking them. 
 

I’ll agree that this home 
is not ideal, but it is the closest 

semblance to shelter 
I have ever had. 

 
To move somewhere new 

would be to admit 
there are better homes out there, 

and that I am worthy 
of occupying them. 

Sometimes, we know the answers 
to the questions the teacher asks in class 
but we fall silent when we are called upon. 
There is fear in admitting knowledge 
when it demands of you to change. 

The truth is, I know there are so 
many renovations that need to

take place here. I just don’t know 
if my ego can afford them. 

For example, I still can’t tell you how I feel 
without the use of a metaphor as a barrier 

between me and my shortcomings. 
 

Because to call them what they are would 
be to admit my insecurities are a second skin 

I never learned how to shed off. 
 

Meaning, I am a walking cry 
for help and you cannot keep being 

the phone operator who answers. 
 

I want to love you, not lose you as you 
become another problem I run away from. 

 
But there is so much shame piled up 

in the dust bunnies beneath my bed. The guilt clinging 
to my cotton sheets tucks me in every night. The water runs

 too hot. The bath tub spills over. Every time I try to 
vacuum, the circuit overloads, the electricity jumps and it 

becomes me, every mistake I have ever made in love 
and the dark staring back all over again.

The Moderate's Dream — Sebastian Peterson





Love me a good place to hide, 
a place to silence my cries, conceal my laughter, and encase my bruised
heart under lock and key. The heart, oh what a creation with it’s
capacity for pain and love as it lives to be a collection of blackened blue
bruises with as many stories as shades of colors that are too exposed, 
worn on too many sleeves. 
So here comes the time to hide, 
where I can light cigarettes and relinquish catharsis and its lit spark all
to myself, where I can dance under the rain and no one will look at me
strangely, 
where I can watch from dusk to dawn the world without its hate and be
contemporary with the strange rock they call Earth.

spill the skies and bleed me dry
by Sarah Chaudhry 

charlie’s angels — Samantha Emilia



Skyline — Lily Rose 

strange
weather in
space
by molly glinksi

H O M E  W A S  A  V O I D  F O R  A N N A .  T H I S

H U G E ,  U N B L I N K I N G ,  D A R K  M A S S

T H A T  S T R E T C H E D  O U T  A S  F A R  A S

S H E  C O U L D  S E E .

In places it was punctuated by clusters of

light, stars she’d never get close to in her

lifetime. Different to Earth, so different.

She’d traipse the metal flooring of her

craft and imagine it was dirt beneath her

feet. Having spent years away, she found

it easy to replace the feeling of something

so long forgotten. 

“Planet exile” was a relatively new

concept. The past decade or so, maybe.

Anyone who was deemed by the supreme

courts to be ‘irreparably unfit for societal

re-integration’ was simply removed. Anna

was fairly sure she was part of the test run

and that’s why they’d been so keen to

throw her out as quickly as possible. Most

people died a couple of months into exile,

colliding with rogue craft rubble or debris.

There were times- days, not days, no light

to make it a day- she wished she’d met

the same fate. 

During her time on Earth, she’d been an

activist. The way the government

neglected human rights had pushed

millions into poverty, famine, and mental

unrest. Herself and her girlfriend had been

tried for high treason for uncovering

confidential documents while

impersonating civil servants. They

distributed the documents via social

media, their first mistake. If only their plan

had been watertight, they could have fled

to somewhere still on Earth. But, as Anna

reminded herself, corruption follows.

There would never be a gloss of green on

any country or continent that hadn’t been

tainted by greed or selfishness. Perhaps

they had blessed her with the cleanliness

of space, a hardly touched field that

accommodated her conscience so well. At

the sentencing, the judge had only asked

her one question,

“Knowing now that you could be cast from

society forever, would you do it again?” 



"there would never be a gloss of
green on any country or
continent that hadn’t been
tainted by greed or selfishness."

She answered,

“Yes.”

She’d left Earth in her craft in the year

2036. They’d given her a vague crash course

in how to drive it and given her enough food

for 15 years. 15 years would be more than

enough, they told her, because it was likely

she’d die around 7 of those. She’d laughed

at that even though it wasn’t meant to be

funny. The only person she’d miss was Elira,

she was being exiled too anyway. For the

first few weeks they’d stayed as close to

each other as possible in their crafts. They

could communicate that way, their comms

signals only just reached to one another,

“What are you doing right now?”

“Can you read me something?”

“What did you eat today?”

Sometime in the third week, Elira had

disappeared. Anna had woken up, gone to

the window, and realised that she was long

gone. Well, maybe she was just hiding. Anna

ran all the way up and down the craft

searching for her out of every window. All

she was met with was the expanse of

nothingness. So, Anna chose to hypothesise.

But nothing sounded right. Nothing sounded

like Elira. If she’d gone back to Earth, then

she’d be shot from the sky. If she’d taken

another course without telling her then

they’d simply never see each other again. If

her craft had crashed, then Anna would

know about it. After she’d ripped her own

heart out searching for answers and grieved

beyond the point of functioning, she

realised that Elira must have just chosen to

leave.  



Anna knew she could’ve lied. It was the reason why she felt

Elira’s sudden disappearance to be such a betrayal. Looking

back to the trial, Anna could have said she had nothing to do

with the enterprise. She could have claimed she’d never leaked

or even seen those documents in her life. She’d only gone

through with it because she was so sure that Elira had held the

same beliefs as she, that exile wouldn’t matter because they’d

make a home in one another’s company. Her grief was only

marred with frustration with herself for feeling so lulled into a

false sense of security. She questioned why she thought she was

enough to keep someone in the first place. Because who would

want to stay tethered to one person when they have all this

freedom? She felt foolish to think that she could even contain

someone in a Universe expanding so fiercely, that she could be a

home to somebody who was already their own.

It had been approximately 6 years for Anna. 6 years spent

entirely alone. She realised that acceptance wasn’t always the

loving response she’d thought it had been. Acceptance was

often forced yet presented as an honourable gift. It was a gift

that was barbed in bitterness, and that was exactly how she felt.

Floating through space with an ‘acceptance’ for what she had

been dealt, engulfed in enough rage to make the Sun shy. The

only thing that changed her monotonous existence was the solar

storms and meteor showers. If she had to describe them to

someone who had never left Earth, then she’d struggle. It was so

unlike anything she’d ever experienced before. The first time she

experienced a solar storm, she felt as though she had been

liberated from the monotony she’d been trying to escape for

years. It was her experience to watch the solar storms, so

uniquely hers and hers alone. 

Space Girl — Savannah Speer  



But euphoria fades after a while, a lack of sustainability. Anna had been searching for Black Holes

for years. Her aim was to charge toward one the minute she was close enough. And yet, she hadn’t

seen anything in such a long time. Save for the stars and the slowly approaching edge of Jupiter,

and the-

Craft. Decaying in parts, revealing the creator’s lack of earnest like a badly kept secret. It was

suspended with no sign of movement as though it were waiting on the precipice of something. As

though it held out a hand to wait to be joined. She’d seen it from the window while eating. Well,

sod the Pot Noodle. That could wait. 

“Is that you-?” She felt herself filled with meliorism, lifted with the possibility that it could be Elira

after all. There she was, waiting for her. She’d never left, she’d simply taken a different path to be

with her again. 

But Anna was met with static feedback on the other end of the comms. Nothing wanted to return

itself to her like she had anticipated. And days passed. She had travelled around the craft five

times over, trying to conjure up any image or understanding of life. She had a hard time believing

that she’d been presented with the chance to be with the person she’d not stopped thinking about

for 6 years. 6 years of nothing. More days passed of frantic orbit, she thought she was descending

into a spiral of desperation. She’d only just become aware of the silence that filled her existence

in its entirety. Upon reflection, Anna supposed she’d gotten used to it after a while. Silence

becomes an all-encompassing normality that Earth dwellers can only dream of. Her thoughts were

interrupted by the screech of static, 

“Thing won’t- bloody-“ The speaker’s voice cut out again as abruptly as it had entered. It returned

again with trepidation, “Anna?” 

She wasn’t big on emotional milestones, Anna never cried when she was hurt, she never liked to

make a scene about anything. Besides her cold disposition, she found herself shaking as she

reached to the speaker to respond,

“It’s you, isn’t it?”

And there they were. Together again. Anna watched as she approached the window as Elira

raised her hand to wave, 

“You look beautiful.” 

imposter in the house — Ilsa Ahmad  



“I look bloody old,” Anna faltered, almost forgetting the thorn-laced ball

and chain of grief and rage she’d been carrying with her, “What the hell

happened to you?”

“I don’t know. Fuckers put us on these things without proper lessons. I think

they want us all to just be apart.” Elira answered simply. What more was

there to say, after all? Years had passed and they were stood staring back

at each other in silence, affirmed with the same love for one another they

had always felt. They were here now, together. Anna had always felt more

at home with Elira than she ever did on Earth. Her birth planet was a

physical footprint of everything she’d wrestled with mentally, a corrupt

planet she had struggled to find a sense of belonging in. Anna was

reminded of what she’d said to the judge all those years ago. She’d do it

again, yes, again. Again, if it meant to spend the rest of eternity with her.

And Anna had never felt comfortable anywhere. She wasn’t able to say she

had a home until she realised what it was. The crushing horror of

disappearing into the abyss didn’t matter anymore. There was no place she

could return to with more ease than she could to Elira. It was only because

Anna felt safest when she was with Elira, even in the expanses of the

unknown. Fake food that wouldn’t last forever, traveling debris, strange

weather, and darkness as far as the eye could see, but home. Always home

if it was with the woman she loved, “I’m so happy to see you again Anna. I

just-somehow, I thought I’d find you again here. I just had this feeling for

months.” 

“Yeah yeah. I’ll wait for you if it happens again. Just don’t make it six years

this time.” She said dryly, though she knew she was crying. A pause, and

then, “I love you.” 

“I love you, too. You made all of this bloody worth it.” 

“All of this- we’ve got nowhere to go.” At once, they were reminded of their

own hopelessness. There had never been a future for them. 

“Doesn’t mean we can’t enjoy what we have.” Elira rebutted, attempting to

fill the silence. Suspended in front of each other in a dimly lit and

disillusioned state, they felt forced to make choices that were never theirs

to make. Anna glanced out into the great perhaps. Time was running out

and so was food. She could tell that Elira knew as much too. It was from the

twitch in the corner of her mouth where her smile seemed to stall, “Well,

shall we?” 

“I don’t see why not.” They shared a fleeting smile, and slowly turned their

attentions back to their crafts. 

FIN.



Two Faced — Ella Ferre



“Dave’s Piano Moving, we’ll move the black keys for free.”
Having expected something normal, like ‘hello,’ X found herself at a complete loss. “Uh,
I—Cliff?”
“Speaking,” the voice responded warmly. Then some of the warmth disappeared. “Oh
hey, I know who this is!”
 “Yeah, um—”
 “What’s it been, a week? Nearly? I get the idea, X.”
 “Well, I—”
 “No need to call and make it official; the silence spoke loud and clear.”
 “Wait, I—”
 “Do me one favor, though, please ask Tracey to back off? I swear she’s called me three
times to check. Makes it hard to move on, you know?”
 “You idiot, I’m trying to apologize!”
 There was a very long moment, while X listened to the silence on the other end.
 Silence broken by a snort, as though someone was laughing at himself. “Say what?”
 “I said,” and X found she was also laughing, “if you’ll shut up for like two seconds, I’m
trying to crawl over there on my hands and knees, begging forgiveness.” How could she
giggle at a time like this?
 How could he? “Sorry, I should have let you introduce yourself. Who’s calling, please?”

Symphony
Alexandra

by Will Nuessle

This Dream Within a Dream — Rebecca Ledbetter 



“Sheena, queen of the jungle.”
“Big fan of your comic book. Well, Sheena, what was
this in reference to?”
“You do realize you’re still talking?”
Complete silence. X figured it out. “Finally.” But now
she had to fight for words. Not that she didn’t know
what to say. “I’m sorry. After you’ve been so nice,” the
charm bracelet swayed on her wrist as she leaned
against the kitchen counter, “and patient with my
deceptive and annoying friends—”
“And deceptive and annoying you?”
“And deceptive and annoying me, yes, you even let me
have your number and all the relationship power and
I swear I haven’t been putting you off, it’s just since
last Sunday a bunch of piano-related things
happened and I…forgot. I really didn’t mean to give
you the cold shoulder.”
“Cold shoulder?” It didn’t sound like he was laughing
anymore. “X, you gave me both shoulders, both knees
and your—right elbow.”
“I know I did and I need to, again, say that I’m sorry.”
Assuming this would be the end of it, adios Pepe, X
tried to breathe a sigh of relief that Cliff Parker would
be one less thing in her life to deal with.
She found it surprisingly hard to do. “If, um, if you
were willing to accept my apology, at least briefly,”
was she really doing this? “I know where there’s a
coffee shop that has amazing cinnamon buns. My
treat.”
No chance he would say yes. After everything? But
this way he could reject her. Even the score.
Except that once again, Cliff didn’t seem to care about
the game. “Okay.”
“Really?” X could have done without the hopeful tone
in her voice.
He was nice enough not to mention it. “See you there
at five? If that works?”
It did. She took her time on the bicycle ride over,
partly to enjoy the beautiful summer afternoon,
partly to keep from getting all sweaty and gross, and
definitely mostly to wonder what in the world this
‘first date’ would even be like.
If first would also be last.

#
Mrs. Churliss didn’t even try to hide her
astonishment as X ordered and paid for not one but
two of her famous cinnamon buns. “Saints be praised,
herself has come into her inheritance, has she?”
“Turns out, the end of the rainbow was over on 46th,”
X returned playfully.
“Glad you found it, then.” The owner eyed the
purchase. “Especially hungry today? Or meeting your
young man what kept shadowing this place for a
week?”
Pretty sure it wasn’t any of her business, X
nonetheless found herself in a gracious mood. Having
a good reason to get out of the house perhaps

“That’s for me to know and you to find out.”
She left on the laugh, turning away to find a table, only to
discover why Mrs. Churliss’s eyes had been twinkling as a
Manhattan Register came down in the corner to reveal
her ‘young man’ himself. “Those look good. Can I have
one?”
X couldn’t figure out if she liked that he was there for her
or was about to die of embarrassment; while she worked 
 it out she walked over, setting the plate firmly on the
table. “You’re supposed to arrive on time, Parker, so I can
be sitting here watching you walk in.”
He shrugged, a smile tugging the corners of his lips. “Was
so excited to finally have a date with you, I couldn’t wait.”
She spun the chair around and straddled it, bracing her
forearms on the back. “Is this a date?”
“Do you want me to pay you back for the food?”
“No.”
“Then it’s a date.” He popped some cinnamon bun in his
mouth. “And it only took a year.”
“You always talk with your mouth full?” She grabbed the
remaining bun and sampled some herself; still excellent.
“Espeshially on a date?”
“Might as well be myself.”
“I don’t kiss on the first date.” As her inner self scoffed,
Really? Since when? X bit her lip, unsure why she just
had to keep the Hudson River between them.
“Now see, here with the offer of sugary treat, the time
together, I was worried I didn’t get you at all.” He spread
his hands. “I’m not expecting anything from this, X. You
said you’d show up, you did; I have a snack as a bonus…”
He tossed another piece in his mouth, talking around it.
“You can tell me about that guy you’re sheeing, if you
want.”
X sighed and looked away. “There’s no guy. Hasn’t been
for awhile.”
“Then tell me about those piano-related things. The ones
that made you forget me.” The corners of his blue eyes
were crinkled, and she knew she was being teased.
Teasing she understood. Could work with. “Since the
Competition,” had that only been two weeks ago? “I’ve
begun teaching a student, I got the World Festival packet
about playing in L.A. next month, and every day I spend
eight hours practicing so that I’ll be ready for an
International Competition the month after that.”
“Full summer.”
“I stay busy.” Keep the monsters away.
“Previously, on ‘Cliff and X Start a Friendship’, you said”
he knocked gently on the table, “that if I asked you next
time, you’d tell me the Competition story.”
Last thing she needed was someone paying that much
attention to the random things that came out of her
mouth. “What do you want to know? I won, you might’ve
heard.”
“I did. Two weeks later, I still don’t know what you
played.”
“Moonlight Sonata.”
“Which movement?”



He knew from Beethoven? That earned him ten points.
“The third.”
An easy smile. “I love the third movement. I’m sorry I
didn’t get to see that.”
“What’s there to see? I sit behind a piano playing
music.” Not even feeling it.
“You’ve never watched someone doing something
incredibly—beyond you? Something you couldn’t do
that well if you spent every moment of the rest of your
life trying?”
“Everybody’s seen that.”
“I get if you can’t see it, X, but when you played at my
graduation, I certainly saw it. Your talent, the way the
piece came out of you seemingly without effort, it was
entrancing.”
She made a face at him. “You were entranced. By three
minutes of Mendelssohn.”
“If that’s what you played, then yes.” A short laugh. “Ask
Holly Freeman, sitting three rows in front of me. I
talked about it so much afterwards, it was part of why
we broke up.”
“Holly Freeman the basketball star?” She could break
up relationships she didn’t even know about? “I’m not
going to apologize for that, if you’re wondering.”
He looked surprised. “What? No! No, we were already
drifting apart. She had a scholarship from Texas Tech,
and, I dunno, I’m not a long-distance kinda guy.” He
waved away Holly Freeman. “Tracey said something
about a Plan?”
“It was pretty simple; I graduated with an open offer to
attend Juilliard, starting this fall.”
His eyebrows went up. “Wow! Congratulations.”
“Until they wrote me a week later, ‘Sorry, some mistake,
no room at the inn.’ Poof.” She would just as soon he
didn’t ask her why.
“What’s the new Plan?”
“Pick the hardest piano music I can find, play it
perfectly at Internationals, win there like I did in Long
Island…and the powers that be at Juilliard say they’ll
find room, since I’ve proven myself twice over at that
point.”
He studied her, and she couldn’t meet his eyes for long.
“Do you really want to put so much weight on a school
that already pulled the rug out from under you once?”
X frowned. “If you have a better idea how I can become
lead pianist for the New York Philharmonic, I’m all
ears.”
Cliff blinked. “Not off the top of my head.”
“I’m sorry,” X said, rubbing her forehead. “You didn’t
deserve that. It’s…just such a flimsy plan. So many
things have to go perfectly.”
“Please, don’t say you’re sorry. I should; not like you
asked for my two cents.” He smiled in apology. “New
York Philharmonic, huh? Not Boston, or Seattle?”

“I’ll take what I can get, but that’s the dream.” 
She looked past his shoulder, out the window of Beans &
Blooms towards the laundromat across the street, beyond
which were towers and turrets and spires she couldn’t
see but knew were there. “I love the City. If there’s a way,
any way, that I can make a life there…I’ll teach first
graders in some fifth-floor walkup if I have to.”
“But you have bigger dreams.”
“You could say that.”
“Bigger dreams are good.”
“They have a niceness to them, yes.”
The last of his cinnamon bun disappeared. “Sho,” he
swallowed, “speaking of students, you have one of those
now, too?”
X leaned her head back and sighed. “Somehow,
unfortunately.”
“Tell Clifford the story.”
She snorted. “Sure, Big Red Dog.” And while he listened, X
told him about the first lesson, and the Barnums, though
she glossed over the parts that would make her sound
especially crazy. “They seem like wonderful, normal
people, like you see on television. When Laurie grows up,
she’ll probably be able to give out her phone number like
it’s no big deal.”
Cliff cocked his head. “Yeah, about that.”
Hmm. A bit too much of the real. But then, if this date
wasn’t going to spontaneously combust, he probably
needed to know sooner or later. “I’m not supposed to give
out the family number.”
“Why?”
“I’m not supposed to explain why I’m not supposed to
give out the family number.”
He cocked one eyebrow. “Bond. James Bond.”
“Sure, we’ll go with that.” Speaking of the family
compound, it was after six. Where had the time gone? “I’m
also not supposed to be late for dinner.”
And you’re how old? She could read it in his eyes. But all
he said was “I like doing this. Wanna do it a second time?”
“You’re giving me the power? Again?”
The dimple was back. “Looks like.”
“I, this was fun for me. Too.” Forget teaching piano, she
should teach diction. “I really do need to go, but—I will
call you. I promise.”
Cliff could have said You better or I’ll believe it when I
hear it but he didn’t. He just smiled, and stood when she
stood, and waved goodbye through the window as she
rolled away.
I like him, X noted to herself as she swung onto Hunters
Point.
That’s a problem.

FIN.
 



fullmoon — Vivien Solveig 



Unsettled Settling 
by Melissa Ferrer

When I say I want to go home

I want to go home like picking berries off the bush
And hearing the ocean in my mouth
Hearing the planting of gardens in the crease of my hands
Hearing the shade of the tree on my sunbaked skin

I want to go home like running in fields with no shoes
Like drinking coconut from the gourd
And eating mango off the tree
And the fiyah, oh da fiyah burns a path through the mystery in our chests

I want to go home like no locks on doors, no door bells, maybe no doors at all
We sing a song as we approach any home to announce and prepare them for our arrival
And we are welcomed with drink, and food, and games
Where there are no borders in our spirit and thus the flow of life is in our names

Home, where no one SAYS i love you, 
Because it is never a question to be answered
No one seeks what is abundantly provided
And our chests are mountains and rivers instead of hollowed out caves

Home, where life is where the family is
Where there are no separate buildings that fragment the being into proper and professional
Where we are eternally as we are in any moment
Whether planting or hunting or loafin in the field or the river

Home, where our hair and the leaves and the grass and the antennae are one
Where the feet root deep into the soil to drink from the water below
Where the hands hold ALL in gentle caress and guidance
Where the senses are awake within

Home, where the mighty laugh of the newborn
Graces the ear of the elder as she leaves her encasing behind
And rejoins the river and tree of life that courses through our veins
And the wind races sharing in their joy and release

Leaves pumping through the wild hair of children
As they chase their brethren--lions and lambs
Goat and gallo, butterfly and moth
The wind, the river, the sand and sea

Everything runs and swims as if it is flying
Even the blood in our veins
Even the pep in our step
Even the grins above our chins

All free flowing 
All flowing
All free
All all that they can be

You know, 
Home.



The place I call home

buzzes with tales of fancy and phrase. 

knows not its own name or meaning. 

speaks seldomly, and is prolific. 

 

this hive of a home, a haunting refrain

of loose and release as spit that

is sweet and consuming of the soreness

 

of yell and glaring with the throat

ready to attack any who may look back

a passing glance, toward some place

 

where existence is not. The place I am from

is a collection of bees, vibrating to find their

way home, dancing in fiery plains and drawn

 

 

to the light of their desires, when we enquire within

we hear too big to fly and we wonder why

we are at all and as we fall, alone we are

 

a silent car passes by and carcasses

go unnoticed in the dimly lit sky

that calls our names. 

 

We are drowning in information

and honey. milky substance of flowers

give us the strength for the day

 

sugar water satiates for but a moment

we thrive on the sweet remembrance

of days of life and prostrate examples

 

of getting it right. 

-Unsettled Settling by Melissa Ferrer

Safety Space — Kelly K

Nymph in Paradise - Maya Langevin



A night owl, growing up in this neighborhood, these street lights provide artist Wan Kyn
Chan a sense of familiarity, nostalgia and comfort. As he observes the shadows morph

under the warmth of sodium vapor lamps turned LEDs, he reminisces the countless bike
rides, runs and strolls he found myself observing, chasing and pouncing on his own

shadow(s) as he passed between streets and lights. The tall narrow form, proxying himself,
explores its shadow under the lamp that has faithfully lit the road immediately outside

Wan Kyn's house all his life. Each snapshot has been superimposed to create a stop motion
in one frame of the form dancing under the light of an artificial sun.
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Untitled - Bailey Fenlon



Mad 
by Yash Seyedbagheri

I see rage in every person’s pause and
chilling coldness in distant stares.
They’re just distracted, tired, they

assure me. Mama, sister Nan,
everyone. They say I’m a creative,

lovable soul. They promise.
But I can’t help see Dad’s mustache,
thousands of miles away, bristling,
proclaiming transgressions. Walk

straight, tuck your shirt in, don’t pause,
just be confident, achieve. I tiptoed

around him, but still the words leaped
out in the hallway, and bit me on the

way to bed.
I try to tell myself they’re not him. They

love me.
But I still look in shadows. Something

always hides. imposter in the house — Ilsa Ahmad



Some Things are Better Left Untouched by Sera Ercan
 

All I could think of in the intoxicating heat of that summer were
the pristine yet  unpredictable waters of the ocean.  

The Californian ocean I had visited two summers ago was
inexplicably wild, whirling its  contents with a strength which

paralleled the strongest of West Coast winds.  Now sitting on the
wet East Coast grass, and lazing beneath the sun’s majestic rays of 

 warmth, my mind wonders back to the seas of my childhood. 
The Mediterranean waters I had come to know are more

temperate, less dangerous. Yet, they manage to the capture the
essence of life’s absurdity.  

I always imagined seeing skeletons down at the bottom of the
ocean, their  phantasmagoric images floating around in my young

mind and resulting in hysterical  nightmares.  
Every night, I pictured them wandering down where the sand is

soft and beige, and  touching it is like caressing the skin of the one
you love.  

Soon, I made the discovery that pulling the soft sand out of the
pristine, clear water  turns it into mud.  

And the skin of the lover who loves no more turns into mire, 
When touched by the tears of those they betrayed.  
The smooth, tender flesh dulls into a lubricious pile 

Parts of it, escaping through the cracks between fingers, finding its
way underneath  fingernails, and causing great discomfort to those

who attempt to tame it. Nothing seems to be left of its orignal
glory.  Alas, I come to understand that some things are better left

untouched. 
 



Working Woman
Kayla Chinn





People, Places, and Everywhere by Christ Keivom

There’s a little of yourself in me, you must know.

How I always find a strand of your hair

In everything that I eat.

It’s an instantaneous life like Delhi on a weekend 

And thinking of you instead of schedule or career or

Fame is also transient.

So, with our newest shirts, we picked out a place

…went there 

And what happened? One of us found 

Love with a future instead of a past.

One of us moved on by nights, by writing.

In the city summer felt like being close

To a bleeding star…just warm and alive.

Then it rained. A lot of rain. A lot of you 

In the rain that I would imagine and touch.

Oh and Mumbai for its cobweb of lights. Sikkim 

For when snow blankets the world.

Every place is a visitor. Sometimes a guest. They

Seldom show up twice and we carry them as 

People in our lives even if its only a part of 

Them as long as we can.

I remember it all—

People…Places…Places…People

They all share a face and the face of a clock 

On a wall is the only thing that really 

Sees you (wherever you go).

Then I heard you graduated, I 

Heard you changed the way people find God,

I heard you were settling in a parallel universe.

Far and happy. you felt like freedom: 

An unattainable state of being.

So, I took the eastward buses, then

The westward metros, then all

Buses, every metro. All day. All night. 

There was an awful version of myself 

In every place and in the centre 

You sat on its innermost, softest point. 

What I mean, wherever I went: you were missing.

You’ll understand if I write it all in letters 

Like a man at war, writing home—

I have nowhere to send it but to you—

Written for you— and too late.   

  

It could be — Esmerelda Garcia



bedroom blues — Caroline Holden



Her
by Alisa Romagnoli

 
Her words flowed like liquid poetry,

She spun the light of the sun into gold and threaded it into her hair,
She sucked the seeds of strawberries

Saving their meat for the moon,
 

Hair ablaze like autumn fires, red red, burning like palms on
Desert sand.

Hands cupping knees, yellow and blue.
Bruised fruit tastes the sweetest.

Pink petal cheeks decorated with pearls of sweat,
Eyelids smooth over gleaming green emeralds,

Winking away life’s misfortunes as if swatting flies.
Ivory bone smiles
Purring laughter

Miss America in May
In the garden, rosemary and cloves grow as you come their way

You keep the tarnishing gold of the grass at bay.



Girl Talk - Reese Herrington



Again and Again 
by Christ Keivom 

after Rainer Maria Rilke 
 

So this is love. That hour everyone speaks of 
But won’t name. When it’s this slow 

You can touch the rain as it stops mid-air.
We’ve been here before:

Seconds. Moments. Fantasy.
We are at 20s but like Baudelaire
‘We have more memories than if 

We were a thousand years old’
Again and again  

you: in the middle of a chapter 
(even though the plot is over)

And lately, lately feels like a place 
Retrieved from time, happening anew 

How is it that this morning? 
I can feel how afraid you were last night.

How is it that tomorrow promises a future? 
With someone that will stay new. 

Summer returns us to a lacuna in time
Where mistakes are resumed with tender chances.
Almost possible: to believe people are full of petals 

Each one begging in cognitive dissonance 
Will you stay. Will you stay not.  

Underwater the voices of winter anchor 
At bottom of a memory. The old floorboards 

Creak with a familiar sound. Our handwritten names 
Disappear from the interminable list of people 

We pray for. The people we love despite 
Their cruelty. Life and its cruelty 

How it has kept its distance. 
But kept us at arm’s length.

 

 
 



Self Portraits - Keara Saunders



A love letter to the moon by Chloe Richardson

 

When the night begins to pencil in the lines of my thoughts, I know the ink will not write. 

 

Desolate and lonesome- we search for our peace from The Empress of the Sky. Sovereign in

secrets, and in thought (which are much of the same thing). 

 

The Moon. Tarot Card, Lover of stars. 

 

Majestic in myth, surreal in sight- perfect in the night. 

 

I cry to you- the ever present guardian of light. 

 

Spikes of radiance fill my mind, the rounded out guide of the lovers and the losers. 

 

You are the keeper of secrets, the eternal confidant- silver springs fall from above. 

 

I love in supplication- You, The Moon, know my thoughts and musings. I have surrendered my

longings to the sky you inhabit. 

 

The perpetual painting in the sky. Orb of all thoughts. 

 

Stay suspended by our airless pining for you and your love. 

 

The ever-present onlooker, perfect and still. 

 

Lift and comfort - ask for nothing in return. How selfless is this muted glinting sphere. 

 

The pale light you share bleeds into the ink of night time reflections. 

 

In the early morning, linger to heal me. Your stoic presence lulls my thoughts, troubled as they may

be. 

 

Consoled from the simple company. Cradle me in your youth - embrace me in your age. 

 

The stars and I will dance for you, so please. Please stay and sway in the sky for us, for me.

 

Please round me out- fill my cup with this serenity, your splendour. 

 

Harmony of love and light reflected upon my face. 

 

Mystify, sanctify, purify. La Luna. 

 

Forever devoted to the moon. 
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